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Mrs. Lutz Accomplished Horse Trainer

Mrs. Eleanor S. Lutz is known to practically every student at Tech—as "the woman in the Selective Service office." Most of them would be surprised indeed if they were told that she is an experienced horsewoman. While her duties as MIT's Selective Service Ad- viser take up most of her time, she has found time for many other activities. She quotes Dr. James Killian's remark that "the backs of people's minds are so often left blank" in explaining her duties to learn, to fill that "blankness" with useful knowledge.

Currently she's taking a course in poetry and music at Harvard under Professor James Haar. Very interested in art, she has in the past taken numerous extension courses at various institutions, including several at the Museum of Fine Arts.

"I'm also struggling to learn Italian," she explained. "I wrote down most of the material on the Italian language records at the MIT library and I go over them whenever I can."

Her greatest interest, however, is in her horse. "This one I raised and trained myself; every Sun-
day and holiday I go out to Dover to ride her. She's quite intelligent, and seems to understand everything I say to her. Part thoroughbred and part American saddle, she gives me all the oppor-
tunity I need for getting exercise."

Mrs. Lutz has had a long association with horses: her first was originally called "the Outlaw," but gentle words and a peace offering of horses: her first was originally called "the Out-

Mrs. Lutz at leisure.
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